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Mirroring and Mimicking of Partial Cross Sections in the
Vicinity of a Resonance
Chien-Nan Liu and Anthony F. Starace

Abstract
We review recent analytical work on mirroring and mimicking behavior of resonance profiles in
diffent partial cross sections. This work is related to the work of Fano and Cooper on resonance
profiles in total cross sections and that of Starace on resonance profles in partial cross sections.
Applications of the new theories (describing mirroring and mimicking behavior) to recent
experimental measurements and theoretical predictions forphotownizatwn, photodetachment, and
Auger spectroscopy in the vicinity of resonance structures are discussed.
Key words: autoionization, resonance profile, resonance parameter, partial cross
section, Auger effect, quantum interference, photoionization, photodetachment,
excited atom or ion
1. INTRODUCTION

The 1961 paper by Ugo Fano on the behavior of total cross
sections in the vicinity of an isolated resonance is probably
his most cited work.(') This work and the more general
analysis for multichannel problems carried out with
~ooper(~
provided
*~)
experimentalists with three intrinsic
parameters with which to characterize isolated resonance
profiles in total cross section spectra. These three real
parameters are the resonance width I?, the profile parameter
q, and the correlationindex $.The characteristicasymmetric
profile is the signature of the interchannel interference
effects involved in the vicinity of a resonance.
At the time Fano and Cooper carried out their analyses,
experimentalists primarily measured total cross sections, as
in photoabsorption measurements. Analysis of the details of
the final state (e.g., as in photoelectron spectroscopy)
permitted the measurement of partial cross sections, for
which the Pano and Cooper analysis did not apply. Occasionally experimentalists discovered that resonance features
either absent from or weak in the total cross sections were
prominent in the partial cross sections. Samson and
for example, remarked upon this in their measurements of the partial cross sections for photoionization of the
5p subshell of Xe, i.e.,

where J = 3/2 or 1D.Theynoted that "...at the 543 Aresonance
the 03, cross section decreased while the a,, aoss section
increased by almost the same magnitude. The net result was
that the two large resonances [i.e., in eachpartial aoss section]
practically annulled each other such that only a weak resonance
could be observed in the total aoss section curve."
Similarly, Krause et
found that the absorption

spectrum of lead showed almost no evidence of the reso~ ~ ) this
n p ~ ~ ,
nance series, 6s26p2 + y + 6 ~ 6 p ~ ( ~ ~whereas
series is prominent in the J = 3/2,1/2 partial cross sections:

The explanation for this is that the series appears as resonance peaks in the ' P , ~partial cross sectionbut as resonance
windows i n the 2 ~ 1 , 2partial cross section, almost canceling
in the total cross section.
In recent years, as experimental energy resolutions and
detection capabilities have improved, the instances in which
such mirroring behavior of resonance features in different
partial cross sections occur have increased, not only in
photoionization(6")but also in photodetachment of negative
ions.(') Even in Auger spectroscopy, experimentalists have
recently found that the typical Lorentzian line profile seen in
total cross sections is not appropriate in partial cross sections, where the measurements show asymmetric line
profiles, with the differences effectively compensating each
other in the summed aoss section.(9)
The increasing occurrence of such mirroring behavior as
experimentalists examine partial cross sections in the
neighborhood of resonances can be explained analytically.
First, one has to use a theory for resonance line shapes
appropriate for partial cross sections. starace('') has extended the Fano and Cooper analysis to treat partial cross
sections. Second, one has to examine the limiting case in
which the Fano and Cooper correlationindex, $, approaches
zero, i.e., the case in which the maximum fractional depth of
the minimum of the total cross section in the vicinity of a
resonance is small. In this instance mirroring behavior can
be shown analytically to occur.(") The opposite extreme, in
which the resonance creates a deep window in the total cross
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section, can be shown theoretically(12)
to result inmimicking
behavior, i.e., each partial cross section has a similarly
shaped window-type line profile.
In what follows we first discuss briefly the theory for
resonance profiles appropriate for partial cross sections.(lO)
We then examine the partial cross section profile formulas
for the two limiting cases of $ -r 0(") and $ -+ 1.(I2) Finally,
we discuss the implications of the formulas obtained and
present some examples.
2. RESONANCE LINE PROFILES IN PARTIAL CROSS
SECTIONS
Generalization of the Fano and Cooper analyses('-') to
describe partial cross sections in the vicinity of an isolated
resonance was carried out by starace.('') Since total moss
sections can always be expressed as an incoherent sum of
the absolute squares of transition matrix elements from the
initial state to scattering eigenstates satisfying standing
wave boundary conditions, resonance profiles for total cross
sections can be characterized, as i n the Fano and Cooper
analyses,('-3) using real parameters. Resonance profiles for
partial cross sections require complex parameters, however,
owing to the asymptotic boundary conditions that define the
partial cross sections.
More specifically, partial cross sections must be obtained
as the absolute square of a linear combination of transition
matrix elements from the initial state to scattering eigenstates. This linear combination is determined by requiring
the final state to satisfy the usual outgoing- or incomingwave scattering boundary conditions. Note that partial cross
sections are in general characterized by experimentally
measurable quantities corresponding to final states that are
not scattering eigenstates. For example, in a photoionization
process the experimental measurement might specify the
state of the ionic core and the energy of the photoelectron.
However, the scattering eigenstates for a photoionization
process are in general not characterized by fured values for
these experimentally measurable quantities (i.e., the ionic
core state and the photoelectron energy). Consequently, in
general the transition matrix element characterized by such
fixed asymptoticboundary conditions is a linear combination
of transition matrix elements to scattering eigenstates. The
linear combination involves in general complex coefficients
owing to the incoming- or outgoing-wave boundary conditions that a particular photoionization or scattering process
respectively must satisfy.
Starace showed(lO)for the case of photoionization of an
initial state yothat the electric dipole transition amplitude
to a particular final state channel p having system energy E
can be described in the vicinity of a resonance by introducing
a single complex parameter a(pE), in addition to the Fano
profile parameter q:

On the right-hand side of ( 3 ) the subscript zero on the
transition matrix element indicates that it is the transition
matrix element outside the energy region of the resonance,
and the minus sign inside the ket indicates that the final
state @ satisfies incoming-wave boundary conditions. The
reduced energy, c, is defined by

where the width r ( E )and the resonance energy E,(E) do in
principle depend on the system energy E. However, if the
resonance is narrow, this energy dependence is neghgible
and may be ignored. A similar statement may be made
regarding the energy dependence of the parameter a(@)
in (3). Although for consistency of notation with Ref. 10 we
shall retain specificationof E in a(@), readers may assume
that for narrow resonances E is evaluated at the resonance
energy.
With the transitionmatrix element in (3) one can describe
the behavior of any measurable photoionization or photodetachment quantity in the vicinity of anisolated resonance.
starace('') analyzed the behavior of partial cross sections and
partial cross section branching ratios in the vicinity of an
isolated resonance. Kabachnik and ~azhina(")analyzed the
behavior of photoelectron angular distributions and spin
polarizations in the vicinity of an isolated resonance. (The
connection between the formulations of Refs. 10 and 13 is
discussed in Sec. V1.C of Ref. 10.)
A key difference between the profile parameter 9, the
resonance energy Em, and the width parameter I? on the one
hand, and the new parameter a(@)on the other hand, is
that the latter depends on the particular scattering channel p.
Since a(@?) is complex, for a given resonance there are thus
twice as many parameters as there are scattering channels.
As shown in Ref. 10, the parameters a($) do satisfy certain
sum rules, which reduces the number of independent parameters somewhat. Nevertheless, determination of all parameters
a(@) for a particular resonance amounts to a solution of the
complete scattering problem in the vicinity of the resonance.
The partial cross section for the channel p with system
energy E is proportional to the absolute square of the
amplitude in ( 3), i.e.,

One sees in (5) that this partial cross section varies with
the reduced energy E across the resonance in the rather
ubiquitous way that essentially all physical quantities in the
vicinity of a resonance do, i.e., in the denominator there is a
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1 + d dependence, and in the numerator there is a quadratic
polynomial in E. A measurement of the partial cross section
corresponding to the transition probability in (5) in the
vicinity of the resonance would determine a(@)completely
(assumingone knows the profile parameter q, the resonance
energy Em,and the width I').In the limit that there exists
only a single channel, the parameter a(@)becomes equal to
unity and (5) reduces to the form of the Fano line profile,

Note that (6) becomes zero when E = -q.
In order to provide a physical interpretation of the channel
parameter a(@),we must first discuss the multichannel
generalization of the Fano profile result in (6), which
involves a new parameter, the correlation index #:(3)

In (7), o . is the total cross section in the absence of the
resonance and # is the maximum fractional depth of the
minimum of the total aoss section in the vicinity of a
resonance.(') Note that # takes the values 0 i $ i 1. The
Fano treatmend') for the interaction between the resonance
and N continuum channels consists of transforming the N
degenerate continuum states at a given total energy E to N
new orthonormal states having only a single member,
labeled A = 1, whichinteracts with the resonance. In (7),the
contribution from the A = 1 channel is similar to the original
Fano profile formula in ( 6 ) , while the other channels
(i.e., 2 i A I; N) are unaffected by the resonance and produce
a constant background. One observes that for c = -q, the
A = 1 channel's cross section will go to zero. The parameter
# gives the fractional depth of this minimum relative to the
value of the total cross section outside the resonance energy
region. One may interpret the channel parameter a(@)in
( 3 ) as the fraction of the transition amplitude from the
initial state ry, to the final state pE, which passes through
the channel A = 1, which is the only channel (in the A basis
set) that interacts with the resonance.
Typically an experimentally measured partial cross section
is given by a sum of the channel cross sections, which are
proportional to the absolute square transition amplitudes in
(5). (For example, in a photoionization measurement of the
partial cross section for producing a particular state of the
ion, one must sum the channel partial cross sections corresponding to (5) over all p involving that state of the ion; the
channels will still have differing angular momenta for the
photoelectron and for its coupling to the ion.) If we label the
subset of channels that contribute to thls sum as P, then the
partial cross section Pis given by

o

(8' + 2&(qRe(a),- Im(a)p)
1+c2
+[l- 2qIm(a), - 2Re(a), +(q2+ l)(la12>,I),

=
,%

(8)

where the averages of the a(@)parameters appearing in (8)
are defined as follows:

and

<la12> p =

C,,,la WE)I2 I ( Y O ~ ~ ~ C I E - ) O ~ ~
( 10)
,EpepI(~
olil~~-)ol~

Because in (8) there are now three unknowns (Re(a),
Im(a), and (I a1*),) in addition to the usual parameters q,
Em,and I?, a measurement of this partial moss section does
not determine all three, but only certain linear combinations
of them. Specifically, we may rewrite (8) as

where C, and C2 are new parameters that can be determined
by a measurement of up in the vicinity of the resonance.
Their expressions in terms of (a), and ( 1 aI2),may be
obtained by direct comparison of (8) and (11). Note that
although (7) can be reduced to the same parameterized
expression as ( 11), the parameters have very different
physical interpretations. That is why although one can use
the multichannel generalization of the Fano profile formula
in (7) to fit resonance profiles in partial cross sections, the
parameters q and$ thus obtained are meaningless, i.e., they
are not the parameters q and @ one obtains by fitting (7) to
the resonance profile in the total aoss section.
3. MIRRORING OF RESONANCE PROFILES IN PARTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

We assume that all the channels contributing to a given
total cross section are divided into two groups, which we
label P and Q. That is,

where up behaves in the vicinity of the resonance according
to (8). uQhas an identical form to that in (8), but with P
replaced by Q. Note that the divisionof the total cross section
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into a group P and a group Q is arbitrary; our results below
apply for any such division. Before proceeding with the proof
of the mirroring of upand uQ,we note that the averages of
the a(@) parameters within the groups of channels labeled
P and Q are related to one another by means of the correlation index 8, as shown in Ref. 10:

The mirroring behavior of upand uQoccurs empirically for
resonances having a correlation index $ close to zero.
However, taking this limit in ( 13) and ( 14) appears to give
the trivial result that all of the (Y parameters and their
averages may be set to zero. This simple analysis is incorrect
because it fails to take into account the behavior of the
profile parameter q as $ 4 0.
As shown i n Ref. 11,9$
0 in the limit when $ 0,but
q2$ remains finite. In fact, as implied by (7),q2$ measures
the fractional rise of the cross section in the vicinity of a
resonance above what would be the case in the absence of
the resonance.(3)Taking the behaviors of q$ and q2$ into
account, ( 13) and ( 14) imply that as $ + 0,we have
-)

-+

One sees that, unlike (7), (19) does not have an interference term proportional to e/( 1 + 2).The term proportional
to $# represents a symmetric Lorentzian autoionization
profile. Nevertheless, although there are no interference
effects in the total cross section, ( 17) and ( 18) generally
represent asymmetric line profiles, which indicate interference behavior in the partial cross sections. Also, while ( 19)
implies that the total cross section cannot be zero, ( 17) and
( 18) allow the possibility that the partial cross sections may
have a zero minimum. More specifically,the energy-dependent parts of upin ( 17) and uQin ( 18) are equal in magnitude
and opposite in sign except for the term $q2u&( 1+d)in
( 18).Thus, one sees analytically that the two aoss sections
mirror each other's behavior. Also, since the division of the
total cross section into the two groups P and Q is arbitrary,
mirroring behavior between any two such groups of individual cross sections is implied. This mirroring will be more
in ( 18)is, or,
pronounced the smaller the terminvolving h2
alternatively, the smaller the effect of the resonance on the
total cross section is.
4. MIMICKING OF RESONANCE PROFILES IN PARTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

Inthe oppositelimit that $ 1, the resonance cuts a deep
window-type profile in the total cross section, which for
$ = 1becomes zero. As shownin Ref. 12, the easiest way to
analyze the partial aoss sections in this limit is to consider
the form for upin ( 11). According to Ref. 10, uQmay then be
written in the form

= - q o : ( a ) ,.
lirn q o : (a)Q
P-rO

In the limit when $
be written as

lirn uQ =

P-'

0

090

-+

0, the partial cross sections can now

Now C, and C2 can be further parameterized as in Eqn. ( 52 )
of Ref. 10:

0

+* { - z ~ [ &
1+c2

Re(.

) p - Im(u

where

(18)

-q2(la12 ) p + ~ ~ q ~ ( u T/upO)l.
oT

Summing ( 17) and ( 18), we find

where 6 and q5 are parametric variables and
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From (24), R -, 0 as $ + 1. From (22) and (23), one then
has C, = q and C2 = q2 - 1.Then

Since the division of the total cross section into groups Pand
Q is arbitrary, one sees that eachpartial cross section has the

same energy dependence in the neighborhood of aresonance
for which $ -+ 1. That is, the partial cross sections (and the
total cross section) mimic each other.
5. EZWMPLBS

We illustrate mirroring behavior with examples from our
recent comprehensive eigenchannel R-matrix study of
photodetachment of He'(ls2s2p 4 ~ 0 ) . ( 1 2 ) Fir st, though, we
must discuss the various kinds of partial cross sections that
one may define for this system. Since the ground state of He0
electric dipole selection rules and LS coupling
is a 4 ~ state,
permit only 4 ~ final
e
states, where L = 0, 1, and 2. The cross
) the 4 ~ final
e
state corresponds to the
section U ( ~ L ~for
following process:

where ~ ( n lis) the kinetic energy of the detached electron
when the He atom is in the state He(lsn131);nl takes the
values 2s i nl i 5f in the energy region with which Ref. 12 is
concerned and, for a given photon energy, nl(max) is the
highest of these states that is allowed by energy conservation. Also, for a given pair of values (1, L), the detached
electron's orbital angular momentum 1' takes all values
allowed by parity and orbital angular momentum conservation.
The quartet doubly excited states of He- populated in
photodetachment processes have well-defined term values
4 ~ e .It is theoretically useful to examine their effects on
partial cross sections having not only a well-defined term
level, but also a well-defined state of the He atom. We thus
define qnl, 4 ~ e to
) correspond to the following process:
He- (ls2s2p 4

+ + C He(lsn131)~(n1)1'(4
Le).

~ 0 )

I'

In Fig. 1, we compare the total cross section for 4
and two partial cross sections,
states q4se)

(27)

~ final
e

e
cross sections
Figure 1. Mirroring behavior in the 4 ~ partial
in the region of the He (n = 5) thresholds. ( a ) q4se).
(b) up = Zn,a(nl, 4 ~ e for
)
2s r; nl r; 5d and 1= even. (c) uQ=
Znlu(nl,4 ~ e for
)
2p r; nl r; 5f and I = odd. The vertical dashed
lines indicate the locations of the He( lsnl 3 ~ thresholds
)
for
nl = 5s and 5p. Note that q4Se) = up + uQand that up and
uQmirror one another relative to changes in q4Se) in the
vicinity of the resonances, as predicted analytically in
Ref. 11.

and

where, of course, u(~s')= q + up
shows minimal evidence
One sees from Fig. la that q4se)
of resonance structure, indicating that p = 0, so that the
predictions of Ref. 11 are applicable to this case. Thus, when
we split q4se)into two groups, as shown in Fig. 1, we see
that up and uQmirror each other in the vicinity of the *se
doubly exated resonances relative to the changes in a,,,,
(i.e., q4se))
in the vicinity of the resonances. If the effects of
the resonances on q4se)were nil, then the mirroring of up
and uQwould be exact.(") Note that the three panels in Fig.
1 are plotted on the same scale in order to facilitate comparisons of changes in the vicinities of the resonances. Remember also that the division of a,,,, into two groups, P and Q,
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Photon Energy (eV)

Figure 2. qnl, 4 ~ e partial
)
cross sections in the vicinity of the
.
a(4p, 4 ~ e ) .(c) 44d,
He (n = 5) thresholds. (a) 44s, 4 ~ e ) (b)
4 ~ e ) . (d) @4f, 4 ~ c ) .The vertical dashed lines indicate the
)
for nl = 5s and 5p.
locations of the He (lsnl 3 ~ thresholds
is quite arbitrary: results similar to those shown in Fig. 1
may be found for other choices for P and Q. Therefore,
mirroring behavior between individual partial cross sections
is implied, as illustrated in Fig. 2. We see that the 44p, 4 ~ e )
and a(4d, 4 ~ e partial
)
cross sections, for example, are nearly
mirror images of each other in the vicinity of the resonances.
While these resonances are not prominent in the cross
(cf. Fig. la), the u(41, 4 ~ e partial
)
cross sections
section q4se)
shown in Fig. 2 are dominated by the doubly excited resonances, exhibiting such interference effects as asymmetric
peaks and, in some cases, nearly zero minima.
Mimicking behavior occurs whenever a resonance causes
a deep window in the tot a1 cross section. Such an occurrence
is expected to be unusual if the resonance is highly excited,
since then its interaction with continuum channels having
low levels of excitation of the atom is normally expected to
be small. However, Ref. 12 predicted three notable exceptions in the q4F)cross section in the vicinity of the 4s and
4p thresholds, as shown in Fig. 3a. These exceptional doubly
excited resonances are located at 3.81, 3.945, and 3.965 eV,
and have nearly zero minima, indicating a correlation index
8 close to
As discussed in Section 4, for a resonance having d
1, variations of different partial cross
sections in the vicinity of the resonance are in phase. That is,
they mimic one another in the neighborhood of the resonance. The qnl, 4F)partial cross sections in the neighbor-

Figure 3. a(?) and qnl, 4F)partial cross sections in the
vicinity of the He (n = 4 ) thresholds. (a) q4pe).(b) @2p,
4F).
(c) a(3p, 4F).( d ) 43d, 4F).The vertical dashed lines
indicate the locations of the He ( lsnl 3~ ) thresholds for 4s s
nl s 4f . Note the mimicking behavior of the resonances
located at tio = 3.81 eV, 3.945 eV, and 3.965 eV.
hood of these three resonances are shown in Fig. 3 to
illustrate such mimicking behaviors.
6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Mirroring behavior among partial aoss sections in the
vicinity of a resonance is a common occurrence in the highenergypart of spectra, where the resonance state usually has
a correlation index $ dose to zero due to its weak interaction with the dominant ionization (or detachment) continuurnchannels assoaatedwiththe lowest energy states of the
residual ion (or atom). However, mirroring behavior in the
partial cross sections becomes less obvious if the resonance
profiles in the total aoss sections are dominated by the
symmetric component $q21( 1 + d ) (6.( 19)).Nevertheless,
resonances in different partial cross sections are expected to
show different asymmetries. One can find an example in a
recent experimental measurement of Li photoionization,
where the resonance profiles of the 2s22ptriply excited state
in the single and double ionization partial cross sections
exhibit opposite a~yrnmetries.('~)
The analytic proof of Ref. 11 provides a theoretical underpinning to experimenta1findings that sometimes resonance
states that do not appear in total cross sections do appear in
partial cross sections. One finds a most recent example in a
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high-resolution measurement of the low-energy photoionization spectrum of Ar,(15)in which two resonances in the
partial aoss sections exhibit mirroring profiles,
3p:
resating in mmplete cancellation in the total photoionization
cross section. The near-zerocorrelationindexesof the resonance
states are due to their LS-forbidden character.
Animportant implication of mirroring behavior is that the
intrinsic interference effects due to two indistinguishable
quantum paths involved in a resonance are not negligible,
even though the symmetric resonance profiles suggest
otherwise. For example, in studies of resonant Auger spectra,
where prominent symmetric resonance profiles in the total
cross section dominate, a two-step sequential model has
been commonly used to carry out calculations. However,
recent theoretical and experimental measurements show
interference effects in the partial aoss sections(9)as well as
mirroring behaviors among different partial aoss sect i o n ~ . ( ' ~Therefore,
)
using a two-step sequential model to
describe the autoionization resonances in photofragrnentation processes does not give a correct picture, even if the
resonance profile in the total cross section is Lorentzian.

,,,

We conclude by noting that this recent work on
mirroring(") and mirni~king~'~)
shows that the subject of
resonance line profiles begun long ago by Fano and
is still a fruitful one for analytic theoretical work
and that it continues to provide useful tools for experimental
measurements. Specifically,measurements of or predictions
for partial aoss sections provide information on quantum
interference effects that may be absent from the total aoss
section. Also, predicted mirroring and mimicking behaviors
provide a self-consistency test for experimental measurements of different partial aoss sections, especially for
relative measurements.
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Rhumb
Les profils de rksonance des sections eficaces ont parfois une allure identique (ce comportement est
alors dit "mimant")ou sont parfois images I'une de l'autre comme dans un miroir (comportement
dit "miroitant").Nous passons en revue des travaux analytiques recents sur les comportements
"miroitant" et "rnimant" des prom de rksonance dans les diffentes sections eficacespartielles. Ce
travail est bask sur ceux de Fano et Cooper sur les profils de rt!sonance dans les sections eficaces
totales et celui de Starace sur les profils de risonance dans les sections eficaces partielles. Nous
analysons les applications des nouvelles theories (qui dkcrivent ces comportements "miroitant" et
"mimant")aux ricentes mesures expMmentales et prkdictions thioriques sur la photoionisation,
le "photo-ditachement"et la spectroscopic Auger au voisinage des structures de rksonance.
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